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respectively. In media with glucose (GAL1 promoter inactive), both soluble and bound
boron concentrations were similar between yeast lines (data not shown).

Analysis of boron concentration
Determination of boron concentration by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
were performed as described previously7,8,11 with some modifications (see Supplementary
Information 6). Tracer boron concentrations were calculated as described previously7.
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The emergence of functional replicases, acting quickly and with
high accuracy, was crucial to the origin of life1. Although where
the first RNA molecules came from is still unknown, it is nevertheless assumed that catalytic RNA enzymes (ribozymes) with
replicase function emerged at some early stage of evolution1. The
fidelity of copying is especially important because the mutation
load limits the length of replicating templates that can be
maintained by natural selection2. An increase in template length
is disadvantageous for a fixed digit copying fidelity, however,
longer molecules are expected to be better replicases. An iteration for longer molecules with better replicase function has been
suggested3,4 and analysed mathematically5. Here we show that
more efficient replicases can spread, provided they are adsorbed
to a prebiotic mineral surface. A cellular automaton6 simulation
reveals that copying fidelity, replicase speed and template efficiency all increase with evolution, despite the presence of molecular parasites, essentially because of reciprocal atruism7
(‘within-species mutualism’) on the surface8, thus making a
gradual improvement of replicase function more plausible.
We considered a population of macromolecules, adsorbed to a
surface and built of four different monomers: A, B, C and D. Owing
to their catalytic activity, macromolecules located on neighbouring
sites of the surface can template-replicate each other, that is, they
can build a new macromolecule from free monomers by copying an
existing one. In each replication process there are two replicator
molecules involved: one is the template, the other acts as a replicase
enzyme. We attributed two main properties to replication events:
speed and fidelity, which in turn depend on three parameters of the
two replicators involved in the process: (1) replicase activity, which
expresses how fast the molecule can add a monomer to a new strain
while acting as a replicase; (2) replicase fidelity, which measures the
accuracy of replication per monomer when the molecule acts as a
replicase; (3) template efficiency, which defines the average ‘affinity’
of the molecule, that is, its tendency to behave as a template against
others.
Replication speed depends on the activity of the replicase and the
quality of the template (as explained below in detail) such that
higher replicase activity and template efficiency result in faster
replication. Given two neighbouring replicator molecules, L and
M, on the surface, one of two different replication events can occur:
either L as a replicase copies M as a template, or vice versa.
For simplicity, we assumed that replicase activity, replicase
fidelity and template efficiency depend on the primary structure
of the replicator molecule as follows: A, B and C type monomers
each affect one of the three relevant replicator properties: A
enhances template efficiency, B increases replicase activity, and C
is beneficial in terms of replicase fidelity. D is a neutral (‘dummy’)
monomer of no direct effect on replication. We assumed that the
template efficiency t(n A) of a certain replicator molecule is an
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increasing sigmoid function of the number n A of A monomers in
the longest contiguous poly-A section within the macromolecule:
tðnA Þ ¼ aA þ ð1 2 aA Þ

nbAA
gA þ nbAA

if nA . 0

tðnA Þ ¼ 0 if nA ¼ 0

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

With appropriate a B , b B , g B and a C , b C , g C parameters, replicase
activity r(n B) and replicase fidelity f (n C) were defined as increasing
sigmoid functions of the lengths of contiguous poly-B and poly-C
sections in the macromolecule, applying the same mathematical
form. Minimal fidelity (at 0 poly-C sequence length) was set to
values of 0.7 to 0.9 in different simulations (random monomer
insertion itself implies a fidelity of 0.25). Our rationale for choosing
a sigmoid function is as follows: (1) There should be saturation after
a sufficient number of monomers involved (equivalent to diminishing returns). One reason for this is that the reactions become
diffusion-limited, especially on a surface. (2) If a number of critical
sites are involved in forming a working active centre, then it is
reasonable to assume that there is a synergistic effect between these
sites when the molecules are small. The combination of these two
effects results in a sigmoid function.
Our modelling of domains that are responsible for the different
molecular traits, their possible mutational deterioration and the
trade-offs between them is sound. We would expect the same
qualitative (although not quantitative) results for the molecularly
explicit, but unfeasible, type of simulation.
Even these oversimplified assumptions preserve the general
properties of the macromolecule replicators that are most relevant

Figure 1 Long-term evolution of replicators (population-wide averages). a, Time series of
length (closed circles) and of the amount of contributing A (open diamonds), B (open
triangles), C (plus signs) and D monomers (open squares); b, Evolution of template (open
diamonds), replicase (open triangles) catalytic activities and the fidelity of replication
(pluses). Catalytic activities are scaled between 0 and 1, see equation (1). Parameter
values: aA ¼ 0.1; bA ¼ 3; gA ¼ 200; aB ¼ 0.1; bB ¼ 3; gB ¼ 200; aC ¼ 0.9;
bC ¼ 2; gC ¼ 5; m ¼ 6; Pd (decay rate) ¼ 0.001; Pad ¼ 0.02; no diffusion.
NATURE | VOL 420 | 21 NOVEMBER 2002 | www.nature.com/nature

to our problem. Although we can reliably calculate the two-dimensional structure of RNA molecules, this is not true for threedimensional structures. Moreover, we do not know how to calculate
the three pertinent replicator properties (replicase activity, replicase
fidelity and template quality) from an arbitrary, given sequence.
Thus we make the assumption that these are associated with
separate parts of the molecule, and that they are in a three-way
trade-off: in a macromolecule of a given length, one property can be
enhanced at expense of the other two. Usually, RNA templates must
bear a target structure in order to be accepted by contemporary
RNA replicases made of protein10. Accuracy and speed are analysed
in sufficient detail for DNA-dependent DNA polymerases. For
example, there are mutator and antimutator mutants of the phage
T4 polymerase, and the latter proceed more slowly on the DNA
template11,12. In the polymerase of phage RB69, a close relative of
phage T4, the polymerase active site and the exonuclease active site
are 30 Å apart13. It seems that an important determinant of polymerase fidelity is geometric selection of Watson–Crick versus nonWatson–Crick base pairs12, a result confirmed by recent visualization of DNA polymerase crystals14,15. It has been pointed out that the
proposed mechanism could work for ribozyme replicases16. The
three important replicase traits are expected to conflict with one
another, especially in the stringent case of small molecules. But this
is a conservative assumption, making the emergence of an efficient
replicase population more difficult.
During a replication event mutations may occur, that is, the copy
may differ from the template. For computational simplicity, base
pairing is assumed to be homologous rather than complementary
(that is, A pairs with A, C pairs with C, and so on). There are two
types of mutation, as known for real replicases or polymerases.
The first type is addition and deletion mutations which occur at a

Figure 2 Distribution of replicators at the stationary state. a, Density of replicators of
different length; b, Average length of template (hatched bars), replicase (black boxes),
fidelity (white bars) functional sites and of nonsense parts (grey bars) within replicators of
different lengths (nonsense parts include D monomers and shorter blocks of A, B and C
monomers). (Parameters as before.)
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constant probability P ad ¼ 0.02. Addition mutation attaches an
extra monomer to the end of the molecule under copying; deletion
mutation means that the copy breaks at a random position, and one
of the fragments is lost, modelling damaging events. These
mutations generate variance in the length of replicators.
The second type is that of point (substitution) mutations. Each
monomer of the template chain is copied with accuracy equal to the
replicase fidelity of the molecule acting as the replicase. If mutation
occurs, then one of the three remaining monomer types is inserted
into the copy, instead of the proper one.
At t ¼ 0 half of the sites are ‘inoculated’ with five-monomer,
random-sequence replicators, and we follow the evolution of
the replicator population through many generations. Lineages
producing sufficient numbers of accurate copies before decaying
persist; others disappear from the selection arena. We show that
selection favours the dominant quasispecies that possesses evolutionarily important properties. The quasispecies, thus developed,
provides a good starting point for subsequent evolution under

Figure 3 Replicator model with diffusion (population-wide averages). We start from the
final state of Fig. 1 and increase diffusion rate step by step. Parameters as in Fig. 1, except
diffusion rate: At t ¼ 4,000,000 D ¼ 0.00001 (replication event/movement due to a
diffusion ratio of 12.5) and D jumps to 0.0001 (replication event/movement due to
diffusion ratio of 1.6); 0.0002 and 0.0003 after every 106 Monte Carlo steps. Plates show
the spatial distribution of replicators at t ¼ 4,000,000 and t ¼ 8,000,000 on two spatial
scales. Upper plates show the whole arena; lower plates display an enlarged 100 £ 100
part of it. Parasite and altruist replicators are distinguished on the basis of their lengths,
according to Fig. 2a b. Parasites (replicators, shorter than 25) are represented in red;
altruist replicators (at least 25 monomers) are represented in blue. Empty sites are white.
342

different selection pressures.
Starting from a population of oligomers with very limited
functionality, complex, effective replicators emerge and spread
(Fig. 1a, b). All the three important replicator properties (replicator
activity and fidelity, and template quality) show considerable
development. Selection favours replicators performing both replicase and template functions effectively and carrying out replication
with high fidelity. The selective advantage of increasing template
quality is obvious; a good template is replicated with higher
probability by surrounding replicators. However, the selective
advantage of replicase activity and of fidelity is a bit surprising. A
replicator having these capabilities replicates its neighbours with
higher probability, but it needs other efficient replicases around to
spread. The advantage of these molecules comes from local interactions resulting in aggregated patterns, thus making reciprocal
altruism between good replicases possible.
The monomers enhancing the replicase and template functions
increase in number within the molecules, and they organize into
functional sites. The evolutionary force shaping functional sites may
be estimated by comparing the length of functional groups consisting of A, B and C monomers respectively, to the selectively neutral,
contiguous D stretches, which are 5–10 times shorter than the
length of the average functional site. The emergence of more
complex functional sites results in an overall increase of the average
length of replicators.
For selection in favour of faster and more accurate replicases to
occur, even the least accurate replicases (those containing no C
monomers) must have a fidelity significantly better than 0.25
(representing random monomer insertion), otherwise the system
collapses in all cases, owing to the high error rate in replication. This
is not a very strict restriction, given the inherent propensity for nonrandom monomer pairing in all known systems of template
replication.
In the course of time this evolution comes to a halt. The
diminishing (because of the sigmoid functions involved) advantage
of extended functional sites is counterbalanced by the disadvantage
of longer replication times due to increased template length. The
population reaches a stable distribution of replicators of different
lengths and functional structures (Fig. 2a, b). The maximum
attainable length depends on the model parameters affecting
replication, rather than on nutrient exhaustion. Although there
are several sequences that differ in length and monomer sequence,
we can distinguish two basic types. These two types show up as more
or less distinct peaks in the sequence distribution (Fig. 2a). On one
hand, large, complex replicators with strong replicase activity and
high fidelity exist, which also serve well as templates. On the other
hand, there is a smaller peak of short molecules with limited
function as replicases, but with high template quality. These act as
parasites of the dominant quasispecies: they could not exist without
the replicase but themselves lacking replicase activity they do not
contribute to the ‘common good’.
Local interactions and limited dispersion guarantee that the
parasites are not able to spread beyond a certain limit; therefore
they cannot competitively exclude good replicators. To demonstrate
the key role spatial structure plays in restraining parasites, we
constructed the mean-field counterpart of the model, in which
each template is copied by an ‘average replicase’: a molecule
possessing the average of replicase activity and fidelity over the
whole grid. In the mean-field model, starting from an initial
population of replicators built up in previous runs, the density of
individuals decreases abruptly, and ultimately the whole population
goes extinct. The spatial model, incorporating diffusion17, reveals
the causes of this process. Increasing diffusion destroys the clustering of the altruists; replicator molecules gradually lose fidelity; all
three replicator functions decline, template quality declines last,
(Fig. 3). We recorded the ratio of ‘birth’ and movement events
corresponding to particular diffusion rates. A slight diffusion does
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not alter the results, and if the rate of birth and movement events is
of the same order of magnitude, the results remain qualitatively the
same. Impeding the evolution requires substantial mixing (see Fig. 3
legend). Our results agree with those from previous spatially explicit
population dynamics of replicators, assuming either surface bonding18,19 or protocellular compartmentation20.
To show the robustness of the results we have done additional
runs with different parameter values in the functions t(n A), r(n B).
This difference between the functions is expressed by their halfsaturation values (v h). The results did not show qualitative differences: in all cases the same evolutionary process takes place. At
higher v h values longer sequences build up, because in this case the
assemblage of effective catalytic sites requires more monomers.
We consider what would happen to the system using an analogous algorithm assuming complementary base pairing. Owing to
the tradeoffs involved, it is quite conceivable that a strand complementary to an excellent replicase would be an excellent template.
This may aid the spread of function and would point into the
spontaneous emergence of complementary genic and enzymatic
strands, and a primitive form of transcription (biased replication),
in the spirit of the qualitative scenario of ref. 21.
The aim of our model is to show that certain molecular traits,
crucial to the origin of life, can spread under plausible circumstances. We note that the selective scenario simulated here is
compatible with existing theories and experiments. Examples of
such approaches are the ‘polymerization on the rocks’22,23 (that is,
chemical evolution on mineral surfaces likened to a primordial
‘crêpes’24) and the surface-promoted amplification25,26 chemical
scenarios. Moreover, our simulation strengthens the view18,19 that
selection dynamics on mineral surfaces could have had an important positive effect on the dynamical coexistence of useful molecules
of a primitive genetic system. How exactly, from a chemical point of
view, this important phase of prebiotic evolution happened, is an
open question. One possible scenario is based on ligation, leading
from small templates and chemical ligation of long complementary
building blocks, to long templates and enzymatic ligation of short
substrates, culminating in template-directed polymerization by
successive monomer addition4. The assumption used here that
even very short oligonucleotides could act as rudimentary replicases
is unrealistic1. A recently selected ribozyme is able to catalyse
polymerization on an external template, up to the length of 14
nucleotides with an average accuracy of 0.967 per nucleotide27.
There are three snags: the ribozyme itself is over 180 nucleotides
long; its efficiency (speed) is not high enough; and template and
copy are not separated. The basic message of the model remains
valid if we shift the minimum replicase length to realistic values, but
computation becomes more cumbersome. At present, the only hope
is that an efficient non-enzymatic RNA replication system will be
found1,2 that could produce molecules long enough for a generalized replicase function. Once this is shown, further evolution is
feasible by reciprocal molecular altruism ‘on the rocks’.
A

Methods
We have simulated the evolution of a large initial population of short replicators in a
stochastic cellular automaton, because we suspect that spatial aspects play a decisive role in
the dynamics of this system. The replication surface is a 400 £ 400 square grid of toroidal
topology to avoid edge effects. Each cell of the grid may be empty, or occupied by a
replicator. An occupied cell is characterized by the sequence of the replicator it harbours.
In each Monte Carlo step every site of the grid is updated exactly once, in a random order,
according to the following rules:
(1) If the site is empty, nothing happens;
(2) If it is occupied, then with probability P d the resident replicator decays;
(3) If the replicator survives, then it is a potential template and replicates (a new
replicator is ‘born’) with probability Pr ¼ 3s dr nt (where s is the number of potential
replicators on the four neighbouring sites; r is replicase activity of one of the neighbouring
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replicators, chosen randomly; t is the template efficiency of the focal replicator; n is the
number of monomers in the template.) d is a global variable that describes the
density of available monomers for replicators. Its value is the same all over the grid,
which is a reasonable assumption,
if we assume that diffusion of monomers is
P
fast. d ¼ m2m
ni;j =l2 ; summed over the grid (m is a monomer abundance
m ; where m ¼
l#i;j#l

determining constant, n i,j is the length of replicator at position i,j and l is the length of sides
of the square grid).
In the diffusive version a diffusion step occurs, by using the Toffoli–Margolus
algorithm on a randomly chosen 2 £ 2 square with probability D.
It would be tempting to identify our abstract monomers with real RNA bases. For
example, in an experimental investigation of nonenzymatic template oligomerization9. It
was found that cytidine acts like our monomer A. Yet our usage of the abstract monomers
amounts to a subtle encoding as follows. Imagine that we assign a random (arbitrary) base
sequence to a catalytic domain, such as AGGUGCCGAA. Then we encode this domain for
our simulation as, say, BBBBBBBBBB. So abstract ‘B’ means any real base improving the
activity in the given domain. A single base change may either destroy any function (which
we handle by the dummy D), improve both (which is then no problem for evolution), or
improve one function and diminish another.
The algorithm including diffusion is available at ftp://hera.colbud.hu/users/
szathmary/replik.c
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